
December 3, 2020 

Our reference No.CLD-CSR-413 

 

To Business & Human Rights Resource Centre, 

 

Regarding : Myanmar: Garment factory accused of union busting after mass 

dismissal of unionised workers & violent attack against union president; Incl. 

company responses 

 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

 

I am a person in charge of Corporate Social Responsibility in Mizuno Corporation, and 

am writing this letter to give you our comments about the article of the title above. I 

would like to inform you that there must be any communication problems among the 

union, BHRRC and Mizuno. 

 

On December 1, 2020, I was surprised to find the article of your web-site because it says 

like “Mizuno did not respond” with regard to the industrial dispute in VIP Group in 

Myanmar. So today, December 3, I decided to send our response to you with regard to 

article of your web-site. 

 

1. There is no fact that Mizuno stopped ordering to VIP Group due to the influence of 

COVID-19 this year. Furthermore, quantity of Mizuno's ordering has very low share in 

the factory and VIP group, and it is very difficult to think that whether increasing or 

decreasing of Mizuno's ordering quantity would be connected with the reason of factory 

shut down. At the same time, it means that Mizuno is not a big business partner which 

has its influence to VIP Group.  

 

We sent inquiry with respect to this issue to VIP Group, and they replied they had 

dismissed some workers due to their illegal strike and it was later judged to be illegal by 

the court of Naypyidaw central government.  

 

From these facts, we deem Mizuno is not in the position to intervene or arbitrate to the 

dispute of dismissed workers and VIP Group. 

 

2. We define “Promoting cooperation with stakeholders and endeavoring to actively 



endorse a positive dialogue with them” in Mizuno Corporate Ethical Standard and we 

always deal with stakeholders in good faith. With respect to this issue, we infer there 

were any communication problem among the union, BHRRC and Mizuno Corporation. 

In fact, we did not receive any direct outreach from the union in Myanmar to Mizuno 

Corporation with respect to this issue. By our investigation, the union in Myanmar sent 

e-mails to the address of Mizuno USA Inc. (MUS) which is not in use since years before, 

and MUS doesn’t have any business relationship between VIP Group. Then it seems 

that non-delivery notice returned to the union in Myanmar. 

 

And we also have not received any invitation to respond from BHRRC. I suppose that is 

the same reason of above. 

 

I hope this letter make you clearer. Should you have any questions and/or comments, 

please let me know.  

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

Tadashi BEPPU 

 

Senior Advisor for CSR 

Legal Affair Department 

Mizuno Corporation 

 

 

For your information, the e-mail address not in use now which the union in Myanmar 

sent the message is in below. 

Deactivated address: akira.mizutani@mizunousa.com 

 

mailto:akira.mizutani@mizunousa.com

